College of Radiology (ACR) provides an efficient and standardized assessment and management of breast lesions. It also stratifies breast cancer risk for a given lesion by classifying them into categories 1 through 5 according to the degree of suspicion.
designate lesions with moderate and high suspicion for malignancy and PPV in these categories were reported to be 19%-38% and 57%-82%, respectively (5) (6) (7) .
Approximately 70%-80% of breast biopsies result in benign diagnosis (8, 9) . Although the risk of malignancy is low, many BI-RADS 3 masses and all subcategory 4A masses are referred for biopsy. These two groups constitute the main source of negative biopsies which load unnecessary fear, anxiety, discomfort, pain, and financial cost to these patients.
Breast magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a well-established advanced technique for evaluation of the breast masses. Dynamic contrast-enhanced (DCE) imaging has high sensitivity, and it is the most proposed breast MRI method. However, this method is time consuming, needs contrast injection, has moderate specificity, and is relatively difficult to evaluate (10) (11) (12) . DCE MRI evaluation of all low-risk lesions recommended for biopsy would not be cost effective. On the other hand, diffusion weighted imaging (DWI) is a newly proposed and highly effective MRI technique used for characterization of breast lesions, especially of masses, by measuring the random motion of free water protons in tissues. DWI is easy to evaluate, does not require contrast injection, has short imaging time and shows higher specificity (reported to be 84% in a meta-analysis) than DCE imaging (13) .
The purpose of this study was to investigate the value of unenhanced MRI combining T2-weighted sequences with DWI for further characterization of breast masses having a low probability of being malignant (BI-RADS 3 and 4A). We hypothesized that unnecessary breast biopsies performed for benign masses might be decreased by evaluating these masses with unenhanced MRI.
Methods

Subjects
In this study, data were prospectively collected from 697 consecutive female patients who were referred to our department for biopsy of breast masses between March 2010 and February 2014. Conventional mammographic and sonographic imaging exams of most of these patients had been performed in our department and reported according to BI-RADS system by two radiologists (one with ten years of experience in breast imaging). If available, previous examinations were also evaluated for comparison. In case of patients who presented to our department for biopsy with prior studies performed elsewhere, imaging findings were reviewed, second-look US exams were performed and they were re-categorized according to BI-RADS. Senographe DS digital mammography (General Electric) and Acuson Antares (Siemens) ultrasonography equipment were used for that purpose.
Analysis of mammography and US findings
All noncalcified circumscribed solid masses seen at mammography were further evaluated with US. Solid masses with a circumscribed margin, oval shape (those with less than four gentle lobulations) and parallel orientation in US exam were classified as BI-RADS 3. Although in our routine practice the recommendation for BI-RADS 3 masses is short interval follow-up, for some of those masses biopsy was recommended by the radiologist or referring clinician due to presence of some relative risk factors such as palpability, large size of the mass, advanced age, or positive family history for breast cancer or patient preference. Breast masses with BI-RADS 3 sonographic features except for nonparallel orientation or irregular shape or microlobulated margin or exuberant vascularity were classified as BI-RADS 4A (14) .
After informed consent was obtained, 149 women with 164 BI-RADS 3 and 4A masses were examined using unenhanced MRI. We recorded the BI-RADS categories of the masses and the possible causes for preference of biopsy in category 3 masses. Masses with prior histopathologic diagnosis and patients under treatment for breast cancer were not included in the study. Additionally, patients without detectable lesion on MRI corresponding to clinically or 
Main points
• Approximately 70%-80% of breast biopsies result in benign diagnosis.
• Low-risk breast masses constitute the main source of negative biopsies.
• Unenhanced MRI applied for further characterization of low-risk breast masses has a high NPV and successfully discriminates benign from malignant masses.
• Unenhanced MRI might be recommended instead of immediate biopsy to minimize unnecessary biopsies done for low-risk breast masses. mammographically defined lesion (n=4) and without a final diagnosis of the lesion (lost to follow-up, n=4) were excluded from the study. A total of 156 masses in 141 women (age range, 13-77 years; mean age, 39 years) constituted the study population (Fig. 1) . Approval for the study was obtained from the local ethics committee.
MRI protocol
All patients were examined using a 1.5 T MRI unit (Magnetom, Symphony; Siemens) and dedicated double breast coil. Patients were placed in the prone position. Unenhanced MRI protocol included non-fat-suppressed T2-weighted turbo spin-echo sequence (TR/TE, 4500/97; matrix, 384×512; slice thickness, 3 mm) and two-dimensional (2D) spin-echo echo-planar imaging (EPI) sequence (TR/TE, 5400/94; matrix, 192×192; signal average, 3; slice thickness, 3 mm; distance factor, 20%; acquisition voxel size: 
Image analysis
All MRI findings were interpreted on a workstation (Leonardo, Siemens, Germany) by a trained radiologist in breast MRI. During the interpretation, radiologist was blinded to the final diagnoses. Diffusion and T2-weighted images were used to identify and localize the masses that were referred for biopsy. Average tumor diameter measured on T2-weighted images was defined as the lesion size. T2 signal intensities of the masses were evaluated. Extremely dark signal intensity of a mass with a round or oval shape and smooth margins was taken as a sign of benign nature. ADC values of the masses were measured on ADC maps from the corresponding locations by using the circular region of interest (ROI) having the size of at least three pixels. Particular attention was paid to place the ROI to the solid portion of the lesion without fatty tissue contamination. At least three measurements were performed for each mass and the lowest mean value was selected. We used 0.90×10 -3 mm 2 /s as the ADC cutoff value that was obtained from our previous DWI study of 285 cases (124 benign and 161 malignant tumors) (15) .
Final diagnosis
Histopathologic examination was performed for 112 masses after MRI. The tissue samples were obtained either by surgical or 14-16-gauge (G) core-needle biopsy. Surgical biopsy was performed for six intraductal masses. Nine of the palpable masses also underwent surgical biopsy because of patient preference. We preferred to use 16G needles for 12 of our cases. Those were masses of smaller than 1 cm 2 in dense breast. To be able to collect enough material at least four samples were taken. The remaining 85 cases underwent trucut biopsy with the use of 14G needles. We did not advise surgery for low-risk masses that were found to be benign on biopsy, and pathology results were considered definitive. However, periodic imaging surveillance by US was continued for needle biopsied cases. For 38 patients who refused to undergo biopsy after MRI, short-term US follow-up was performed. Forty-four masses in those 38 women were followed at 6-month intervals for the first year. The interval was extended to 12-month after the first year and continued at least for two years. Masses were considered benign if they remained stable for at least two years or decreased or resolved on follow-up.
Statistical analysis
All statistical analyses were performed with SPSS 13.0 software (SPSS Inc.). Data are presented as mean±standard deviation or median with range, as appropriate. To compare the continuous variables of two samples, Student's t test or Mann-Whitney U test were used. Diagnostic performances of unenhanced MRI in the characterization of lowrisk breast masses were calculated on the basis of final diagnoses. Also, the diagnostic accuracy of unenhanced MRI in BI-RADS 3 and 4A and in different age groups (≤40 years and >40 years) were compared with the use of Chi-square test. P < 0.05 was considered indicative of a significant difference.
Results
In the present study, 156 masses in 141 women (mean age 39.3±13 years; range, 13-77 years) were evaluated. Of 156 masses, 72 (46%) were prospectively classified as BI-RADS 3 and 84 (54%) as BI-RADS 4A. Mean size of the masses was significantly larger in BI-RADS 3 (median, 16.0 mm; range, 6-60 mm) than BI-RADS 4A (median, 12.0 mm; range, 6-35 mm, P = 0.002). Most common (74%) cause for preference of biopsy in BI-RADS 3 masses was determined as palpability (Table 1) . Twelve masses with probably benign imaging features were categorized as BI-RADS 4A due to the presence of increase in the diameter of masses when compared with previous radiologic reports. All other BI-RADS 4A masses had some minor suspicious imaging findings.
Definitive diagnoses were obtained through biopsy in 42 of 72 BI-RADS 3 (58%) and 70 of 84 BI-RADS 4A (83%) masses. Of the biopsied masses, four were malignant. Three masses were diagnosed as invasive ductal carcinomas (IDCs), one with accomUnenhanced breast MRI in BI-RADS 3 and 4A masses • 289 (Fig. 2) . The fourth one was an 18 mm intraductal mass categorized as BI-RADS 4A and diagnosed as papilloma with a 4 mm invasive focus in a 31-year-old woman (ADC of the mass, 1.37×10 -3 mm 2 /s). All other biopsied cases were benign with the following diagnoses: fibroadenoma (n=45, Fig. 3 ), fibrocystic changes (n=26), papilloma (n=6), epithelial hyperplasia (n=5), granulomatous mastitis (n=5), and others (n=21). All of the masses under imaging follow-up with US (30 BI-RADS 3 and 14 BI-RADS 4A) were stable for at least two years (n=42) or resolved on follow-up (n=2). Final diagnoses and relevant ADCs are given in Table 2 .
Malignancy rates were 0% for BI-RADS 3 masses and 4.8% for BI-RADS 4A masses. All malignant masses were iso-hypointense on T2-weighted images. Of the benign masses, 59% were hyperintense, 29% were iso-hypointense, and 12% were extremely hypointense. Mean ADCs of the benign masses were 1.34±0.35×10 -3 mm 2 /s. Some demographic and imaging characteristics of benign and malignant masses were presented in Table 3 . Three of the four malignant masses in the present study had ADC values lower than the cutoff (75% sensitivity). Of 152 benign masses, 139 had ADC values higher than the given cutoff and were classified correctly. All 13 false positive cases belonged to BI-RADS 4A group, except for one. Histopathologic details of these lesions were fibrocystic changes (n=4), epithelial hyperplasia (n=3), granulomatous inflammations (n=2), papilloma (n=1), fibroadenoma (n=1), and sclerosing adenosis (n=1). One of these cases refused biopsy and this BI-RADS 4A mass was stable at follow-up. Nine of the 13 false positive cases were more than 40-year-old. According to these results unenhanced MRI was determined to have a specificity of 91% (95% CI, 86%-95%) and a negative predictive value (NPV) of 99% (95% CI, 96%-100%). Diagnostic accuracy of unenhanced MRI was higher in BI-RADS 3 than in BI-RADS 4A (98.6% and 84.5%, respectively, P = 0.005) and in younger age group than older age group (93.8% and 87.5%, respectively, P = 0.294).
Discussion
In the present study, breast cancer was diagnosed in 2.6% of low-risk masses including BI-RADS 3 and 4A. The specificity and NPV of unenhanced MRI were 91% and 99%, respectively. Diagnostic efficacy was higher for BI-RADS category 3 lesions. If unenhanced MRI imaging were used in the diagnostic evaluation step before biopsy decision, number of low-risk masses referred for biopsy, which accounts for 20% of the masses biopsied during the study period, would have decreased by 90%.
It is not possible to differentiate all malignant breast lesions from benign ones using either mammography or US. Of breast ma- (16) . A reasonable goal for the standard imaging modalities is to make risk stratification. Thereby, the subgroup of lesions that has a very low risk (<2%) of being malignant, namely BI-RADS 3, can be separated from the higher risk groups and short-interval follow-up can be offered instead of biopsy. Although cancer incidence among BI-RADS 3 masses is reported to be independent of larger size, advanced age, and palpability, in our practice and in many others, patients with these features are referred for biopsy instead of follow-up (17) (18) (19) . In our limited study, none of the probably benign masses that were referred for biopsy due to such relative risk factors took a malignant diagnosis. Actually, we should rely on standard imaging findings and obey the classical approach of follow-up in case of BI-RADS 3 masses. However, unenhanced MRI with its high specificity in that category might also be used as an adjunct imaging method. For breast lesions that have more than 2% risk of being malignant, risk is further stratified by categorizing them as BI-RADS 4A, 4B, 4C, and 5. However, in the present system no further action can be taken other than recommending biopsy for all these higher risk lesions regardless of whether they carry low, intermediate, or high risk (1) .
Standard breast imaging modalities (mammography and US) are criticized for high false-positivity and associated benign biopsy rates, because of their contribution to morbidity, costs, and patient anxiety. The biopsy cannot be avoided for mammographic or sonographically detected moderate to highrisk breast lesions with high cancer expectancy, and further imaging evaluation would possibly not have an effect on their management. Therefore, in the present study we concentrated on lesions with a low probability of being malignant, namely, BI-RADS 3 and 4A masses that are referred for biopsy. Those occupy nearly one-fifth of the biopsy procedures in our practice. Although cancer expectancy can reach 2% for BI-RADS 3 and 10% for BI-RADS 4A, cancer was diagnosed in 0% and 4.8%, respectively, in the present study. Our lower cancer prevalence might be partially due to the low number of cases. A second factor might be that in the present study, most of the probably benign masses were referred for biopsy just because of their palpability. In some previous studies the prevalence of cancer among palpable masses with probably benign features was determined to be lower than that among nonpalpable ones (2, 20) . As a third factor, the criteria defining the BI-RADS 4A masses are not well-defined. We used our internal criteria with reference to the study of Jales et al. (14) and it might not be compatible with other studies.
Here, we aimed to evaluate if unnecessary biopsies done for low-risk breast masses might be decreased with the use of an uncomplicated advanced imaging method. Compared to conventional methods, DWI has previously demonstrated higher specificity in differentiation of benign from malignant masses and is increasingly used in clinical practice (21) (22) (23) . Use of DWI together with T2-weighted images created a good unenhanced imaging alternative to DCE-MRI in lesion detection and characterization. This method was previously used in some experimental clinical and reader studies and found to be useful for the diagnosis of breast cancer (24) (25) (26) (27) . Lastly, Trimboli et al. (28) reported 78% sensitivity and 87% specificity for breast cancer detection with unenhanced MRI of 67 women.
We used diffusion images to create ADC maps and to help localization of suspicious masses. Evaluation of DWI was performed quantitatively with the use of ADC values. It is well known that the calculated ADC value is clearly affected from the scanning parameters. Therefore, previous studies using different scanning parameters reported different cutoff values for the discrimination of malignant and benign tumors (13, (21) (22) (23) . In our practice, we routinely apply DWI as a part of our standard breast MRI protocol and as ADC threshold we use 0.90 ×10 -3 mm 2 /s, which is the cutoff value that was obtained from our previous DWI study (15) . We also used this cutoff value in our present prospective study, and it provided good discrimination between malignant and benign masses.
We used T2-weighted images to evaluate the signal intensity and to localize the masses. T2 signal intensity can help in the characterization of breast masses but cannot specifically discriminate benign and malignant masses. High T2 signal can help diagnose active fibroadenomas most of the time. Fibroadenoma is most common diagnosis in low-risk breast masses and most prevalent lesion type that shows high ADC values (27) . However, an uncommon malignancy of elderly women (mucinous cancers) also shows bright signal on T2-weighted images and can cause misdiagnosis.
Iso-hypointense T2 signal can be seen in both benign and malignant masses and is not helpful for characterization (10) . In the present study, extremely dark T2 signal was seen in 12% of smooth-marginated masses and it helped identify a typically benign pathology of sclerotic fibroadenomas.
In the present study, the specificity and NPV of unenhanced MRI were 91% (95% CI, 86%-95%) and 99% (95% CI, 96%-100%), respectively. Patient age did not have a significant effect on diagnostic efficacy of the method. If unenhanced MRI were used in the diagnostic evaluation step before biopsy decision, number of low-risk masses referred for biopsy, which accounts for 20% of the masses biopsied during the study period, would have decreased by 90%. Thus, unenhanced breast MRI may substantially decrease negative biopsy rates, especially in BI-RADS 3 masses. There was a missed cancer (papilloma with invasive focus) in our study population. In case of intraductal masses, it is not possible to differentiate papillomas from invasive carcinomas using MRI (29) . Therefore, intraductal masses may not be suitable for characterization by unenhanced MRI. Also, it must be kept in mind that any act to reduce the number of unnecessary biopsies can increase the number of missed malignancies, as a consequence. Breast cancers are recognized by their high cellularity on DWI. Breast cancers with low cellularity such as hemorrhagic or necrotic tumors, mucinous cancers or a small malignant focus in a benign mass can be overlooked by unenhanced imaging. For masses that have benign features on unenhanced MRI, periodic imaging surveillance should be continued, so that missed malignant lesions can be identified during the follow-up.
In this study, our starting point was to decrease unnecessary biopsies. For this purpose we evaluated low-risk breast masses that were referred for biopsy. Another starting point might be the prevention of delayed cancer diagnosis which is possible for some masses that are initially followed-up as probably benign. Unfortunately, follow-up imaging compliance is not high, reported as 71% in the Digital Mammographic Imaging Screening Trial, and therefore recommendations do not work as intended (30) . This is a great concern for the clinicians and it might be possible to diagnose these missed cancers immediately at the time of first diagnostic evaluation by further examination using unenhanced MRI. In the present study, the diagnostic efficacy of unenhanced MRI was higher for BI-RADS 3 lesions. However, the addition of another imaging technique to the diagnostic steps would not be cost-effective if the population that will benefit from the further imaging is not well-defined. Further studies are needed to evaluate the contribution of unenhanced MRI in different patient populations.
The most important limitation of our pilot study was the low number of cases. Larger studies and cost-benefit analyses are needed to validate the role of unenhanced MRI in further characterization of low-risk breast masses. Second limitation was the lack of histopathologic correlation for 44 breast masses (28%) in the study. Although, our study included cases referred for biopsy and MRI findings were not intentionally used to change the patient's decisions, compliance with biopsy recommendation was low, especially in case of BI-RADS 3 masses. Third, due to lower diagnostic accuracy of DWI in non-mass lesions and possible difficulties that would be experienced in the localization of these lesions on unenhanced images, we did not include lesions other than masses (e.g., microcalcifications, focal asymmetries and distortions) in our study. Fourth, the areas of signal loss created by fat suppression and varying artifacts formed during the data acquisition, together with limited resolution, complicated the localization of four masses (3%) on the ADC maps. Fifth, calculated ADC value is affected from the scanning parameters, which is why different cutoff values are reported in breast DWI studies. Therefore, every MRI unit should find their own cutoff value according to their DWI sequence.
In conclusion, our study shows that unenhanced MRI applied for further characterization of low-risk breast masses has a high NPV and can successfully discriminate benign and malignant masses if the masses suitable for this evaluation are selected appropriately. Unenhanced MRI can be used to minimize unnecessary biopsies performed for breast cancer detection. However, more data based on larger studies would be needed to clearly document the clinical utility of unenhanced MRI.
